An important task for any aerial creature is the ability to ascertain their own movement (egomotion) through their environment. Neurons thought to underlie this behaviour have been wellcharacterised in many insect models including flies, moths and bees. However, dragonfly widefield motion pathways remain undescribed. Some species of Dragonflies, such as Hemicordulia tau, engage in hawking behaviour, hovering in a single area for extended periods of time whilst also engaging in fast-moving patrols and highly dynamic pursuits of prey and conspecifics.
Introduction
Flying insects live in complex and varied 3-dimensional environments and display diverse flight behaviour, from near stationary hovering, to territorial patrolling and rapid pursuits of prey or conspecifics. This diversity places conflicting demands on the neuronal networks underlying self-motion detection. Neurons that respond robustly to patterns of wide-field motion have been extensively studied in several insect groups, including Dipteran flies (Hausen 1982 We tested these two alternative strategies by recording from widefield motion-sensitive neurons in the lobula of dragonflies. We found evidence for several unique subclasses of widefield motion-sensitive neurons, some of which differ substantially from their counterparts in other species. We found evidence that these neurons likely share common input pathways (i.e. using the same EMD inputs) but differ radically in their adaptation to image motion. This differential motion-adaptation tunes otherwise similar neurons to significantly different velocity ranges, providing very robust encoding of motion over several decades of image speed.
Materials and Methods

Electrophysiology
93 wild-caught, dragonflies (Hemicordulid) were immobilized with a 1:1 beeswax and rosin mixture, with the head tilted forward to access the posterior surface. A hole was cut above the brain to gain access to the lobula and lateral midbrain, but the preparation was otherwise left with the perineural sheath and overlying haemolymph sacs intact. We penetrated the sheath and recorded intracellularly using strong aluminosilicate micropipettes, pulled on a Sutter
Instruments P-97 puller and backfilled either with KCl (2M, electrode tip resistance typically 50-150 MΩ) or 4% Lucifer Yellow solution in 0.1M LiCl.
Visual Stimuli
We presented stimuli on high definition LCD monitors (120 -165 Hz). The animal was placed 20 cm away and centred on the visual midline. Contrast stimuli were presented at screen centre to minimize off-axis artefacts. The display was projection distorted using OpenGL to ensure each 1° onscreen was 1° from the animal's perspective. The visual field was 104° by 58.5°.
All temporal frequencies tested were limited to one quarter of the monitors frame rate. Stimulus scripts were written using MATLAB's Psychtoolbox and integrated into the data acquisition system.
To classify neurons as widefield motion sensitive, a sequence of characterising stimuli were presented to the dragonfly. These included a gyrated, randomly generated texel pattern (1°), grey to black and grey to white full screen flicker (White -338 cd/m 2 , Black 0.5 cd/m 2 ), moving edges (up, down, left and right, 25°/s), moving bars (2° width, up, down, left and right, 25°/s) and a square-wave grating pattern moving up, down left and right (0.025 cycles/°, 6.25Hz).
Neurons were categorised as widefield motion sensitive based on robust responses to the gyrated texel pattern and square-wave gratings. Following, sinusoidal gratings were presented to dragonflies which had a linear increase in contrast for 1 s (0 to 0.25, Weber) followed by a 1 s exponential rise (0.25 to 1).
Neuroanatomy
The morphology of a widefield motion-sensitive neuron was visualized by intracellular labelling with Lucifer Yellow (Figure 1a , b, c). Iontophoresis was achieved by passing 1nA negative current through electrodes tip-filled with Lucifer Yellow for 12 minutes. Brains were then carefully dissected, fixed overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde at 4°C, dehydrated in ethanol series (70%, 90%, 100%, 100%), cleared in methyl salicylate and mounted using Permount on a slide using three spacer rings and covered with a cover slip for imaging. The sample was scanned using a confocal microscope using a 10x objective and the 3D slices reconstructed using Neutube.
Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis
All analysis was completed in MATLAB. Spike-counting was done using a custom-written spike-counting script. Curve fits used MATLABs in-built curve-fitting tools. To find peaks of tuning curves, repeated measures were averaged followed by the application of a 5-point moving average filter to smooth data before finding the maximum. 
Results
Neuroanatomical characterisation
While we were not able to anatomically identify every neuron that we recorded from in the midbrain/lobula complex in the dragonfly, we nevertheless stained a subset of these neurons, typified by the example in Figure 1 . This confirms a similar general organisation to that in Diptera and several other insect orders (Hausen 1982 , Egelhaaf 1989 , Fabian 2017 , where optic flow is integrated within specialised subregions of the 3 rd optic ganglion (the lobula complex) by a set of tangential neurons, the well-studied wide-field motion sensitive 'Lobula Plate Tangential Cells' (Hausen 1982) . These neurons have input dendrites that integrate tangentially across arrays of retinotopically-organised inputs from underlying local motion detectors (presumptive EMDs) at earlier stages of visual processing. Figure 1A -C shows the reconstructed morphology of a dragonfly neuron that exhibited wide-field motion sensitivity.
The overall morphology of these neurons strongly resembles their Dipteran counterparts, with tree-like input arborisations within the lobula complex, and outputs in the lateral midbrain.
However, as with this individual example, several neurons described in this study have their inputs originating solely from a deep neuropil on the anterior side of the lobula, similar to the 'sublobula' identified in bees (Devoe et 
Direction selectivity and opponency
We tested the motion sensitivity of LTCs using sinusoidal gratings drifted in eight directions (presented randomly in 45° increments). Each grating was displayed as a 'contrast ramp' with a nonlinear increase in contrast from zero over a 2 s period ( Figure 1D ). This stimulus avoids onset-transients inherent with step changes in contrast. The ramp also weights more time We measured LTC directionality by presenting a gyrated random (binary) texture pattern ( Figure 2A ). This continuous stimulus is composed of a broad range of spatial and temporal frequencies and permits precise calculation of direction selectivity. The full-screen texture was gyrated (not rotated) in a clockwise and counter-clockwise direction for two complete cycles.
In direction opponent neurons, this elicits a sinusoidal pattern of excitation and inhibition ( Figure 2B ). We thus fitted a sinusoid ( Figure 2C ) to the instantaneous spike rate (inverse interspike interval). Responses to clockwise and counter-clockwise rotations were then averaged to eliminate any phase-lag due to response latency. The maximum and minimum values of the fitted sinusoid were taken as the neuron's preferred (Rp) and anti-preferred (Ra) responses. We then defined a direction opponency metric relative to the spontaneous activity level (Rs) as:
We used this basic stimulus to characterise the preferred direction direction selectivity in 93
neurons (recorded from the dragonfly lobula complex) that gave strong responses to wide-field motion ( Figure 2D ). These opponent LTCs exhibit both vertical and horizontal preferred 
Spatial and Temporal Tuning
In many animal models, motion sensitive neurons exhibit distinctive tuning to both the spatial . In each case the grating stimulus was a ramp of contrast as previously described ( Figure   1D ). 
Figure 3: Responses from a neuron that exemplifies a subset of LTCs that show strong consistency in their spatial and temporal tuning over time (and thus increasing contrast). The period of the contrast ramp stimulus is indicated by the black bar. Green bars represent
cycles/°) for examples of 3 different putative neuron sub-classes; (A slow adapting tangential cells (SATC), B selective fast adapting tangential cells (SFATC), C fast adapting tangential cells (FATC). Each plot shows the spiking activity during the 2 second contrast-ramp gratings (colour coded for the inverse interspike interval i.e. spike/s). D-F Temporal tuning curves derived by averaging responses from plots as in A-C within short (200ms) windows either early in the ramp (low contrast, black line) or late (high contrast, red line).
In the first example LTC ( Figure 4A , D), responses continue to increase with higher contrast, saturating across a range of temporal frequencies for the near-optimal spatial frequency used here (0.1 cpd), but with no obvious shift in the location of the optimum. Consistency of spatial and temporal optima, and robustness of the basic shape with respect to adaptation state of neurons (as in Figure 4A , D) is also observed in Dipteran LPTCs (Hausen 1982 , Harris et al., 1999 ). However, not all LTCs exhibited such LPTC-like tuning properties, however. Figure   4B and Figure 4C show data for 2 additional neurons, highlighting large variation in the evolution of responses over time for different temporal frequencies (though all still exhibiting direction selective responses to wide-field motion). We first defined a subclass of neurons like that in Figure 4A and Figure 4D , showing little change in their tuning properties over time. We termed these slow adapting tangential cells (SATCs). Qualitatively, the other neurons ( Figure   4B , C) exhibited much stronger motion-adaptation, though in different ways. A second subclass exhibit very strong motion adaptation at their initial preferred temporal frequency, so that even high contrasts at the end of the ramp at such frequencies elicit only weak responses ( Figure 4B , E). This gives rise to a distinctive 'notch' in the centre of the late window temporal tuning ( Figure 4E ) which is also evident from the dark region in the 3 dimensional plot ( Figure 4B ).
Despite this adaptation at the initial optimum frequency, these neurons retain strong responses at both higher and lower temporal frequencies. We refer to these as selective fast adapting 
Classification of Subclasses of LTC
Whilst the differences between individual neurons as illustrated in Figure 4 is observed in the examples selected, formalizing this subdivision across our population of recorded neurons based on quantitative measures is more difficult. When we plotted 3-dimensional plots of the spike rate over time in response to contrast ramps at 30 different temporal and spatial frequencies for a larger group of neurons, the patterns described above for the different subclasses was obvious in many, but not all cells ( Figure 5 ). Each panel in this figure uses the same colour lookup table to indicate spike rate, so overall responsiveness can be compared across neurons. In a subset of neurons in which we were able to record mixed mode responses, we also examined the graded response component (data not shown). We found these to be qualitatively similar to the spiking data, so our subsequent analysis is limited to spiking responses. For each individual cell we have provided panels for the spatial and temporal tuning over time (paired vertically).
The initial division into subclasses is supported by consistent and characteristic differences in the pattern of motion adaptation, as described for the examples provided in parameters between them, we sorted all recorded neurons into the 3 groups as follows. First, after visual inspection of the late versus early windowed data, neurons with clearly 2-peaked adapted temporal tuning (i.e. the 'adaptation notch' identified in Figure 4E ) were considered to be SFATCs. For the remaining 42 neurons, which all exhibited a single peak in temporal frequency tuning in both the early and late windows, we quantified the shift in optimum as a fold change from the original value described in the log-domain (thus 0 represents no change and 1 a ten-fold change). The distribution of these temporal frequency 'peak change' values is shown in Figure 6A . From Figure 6A it is difficult to see a clear cut-off point between the two cell subtypes and it is likely that the two populations overlap using this metric. Despite this, by choosing an arbitrary threshold (0.32 log units, ~2.07-fold change), the two subtypes were well separated when compared qualitatively (SATC green bars, FATC red bars). Such shifts in temporal frequency optima over time (and therefore increasing contrast) is a novel observation in insect, wide-field motion sensitive neurons, with responses observed in Dipteran LPTCs more like those classified here as SATCs ( Figure 6A , green bars, < 0.32 log peak change). A clear distinction between the SATC and FATC/SFATC classes is also evident from their contrast sensitivity. This is observed from the 3D plots in Figure 5 , where many FATC and SFATC cells show an abrupt transition from the pre-stimulus (spontaneous) response level to strong excitation within a few hundred milliseconds of ramp onset. This indicates a very high sensitivity to very low contrast across a large range of frequencies. To quantify this sensitivity further ( Figure 6F ), we estimated the standard deviation of the spontaneous activity of the neuron when viewing a blank screen in the pre-stimulus period and then determined the time during the ramp at which the response exceeds 2x this value and back-calculated the contrast based on the ramp waveform. We took the inverse of this threshold value as the sensitivity.
This method equivalent to the detectability criterion used in previous studies of contrast sensitivity in insect motion sensitive neurons (Dvorak et al 1980 Although the apparent centre of the distributions is similar for the averaged tuning data ( Figure   7A ) individual cells do show a weak increase in the optimum spatial frequency for the SFATC cells ( Figure 7C ). Interestingly, although our distinction between SATCs and FATCs was made solely on the basis of the shift in their temporal optima, the group we identified as FATCs clearly also show a difference in the shape of their spatial tuning as contrast increases, with a significant reduction in the optimum towards a 3-fold lower spatial frequency ( Figure 7C , n=18, Kruskal-Wallis with multiple comparisons test).
Spatial tuning
Figure 7: Spatial tuning of different LTC subclasses. A, Average spatial tuning for different cell classes in two response windows (early, late) as defined in Figure 4. Each plot shows the mean response as a line with the shaded area denoting standard error. The mean spontaneous across cells is indicated by the grey dotted line. FATC cells exhibit a clear shift towards lower spatial frequencies in their late window compared with SATCs & SFATCs. B, Individual neuron summary data showing the position of the peak in early/late windows (denoted by an X) with the full width at half maximum (width of responses greater than 50% of maximum response) indicated by horizontal lines. C, Changes in spatial frequency peaks
shown as box plots. FATCs show significant decrease in peak spatial tuning. Figure 8 shows the temporal tuning data (spatial frequency = 0.1 cycles/°) averaged across all cells allocated to the SATC, SFATC and FATC subclasses, using a similar analysis as for the spatial frequency domain (Figure 7 ). This largely supports our qualitative observations based on individual cells. The SATC temporal frequency tuning response is broad, with an optimum in both the early and late window of approximately 6 Hz. Apart from some broadening of the late window response ( Figure 8A ) the shape of the tuning function is very similar in both analysis windows.
Temporal Tuning
SFATCs exhibit a pronounced change in temporal frequency tuning over the two windows measured. Reflecting their high contrast sensitivity, the temporal frequency tuning is already very broad in the early window, spanning more than 2 decades of temporal frequency ( Figure   8A ). This broadness is even more evident in the late window, with a prominent notch at intermediate temporal frequencies. This combines with additional recruitment of stronger responses to less optimal stimuli by higher contrasts to the full range of temporal frequency tested (0.1 to 30 Hz), such that the overall tuning is remarkably flat. Indeed the response never falls to below 50% maximum in this range in many cells, confounding our attempt to identify a distinct temporal optimum in the late window for these cells. This made it impossible to quantify either a change in the temporal optimum in the late window or a useful measure of response half-width ( Figure 8B ). Interestingly, if we identify the location of the notch in individual cells (indicated by 'O' symbols in Figure 8B ) this coincides closely with the peak in the early window, suggesting that it arises from adaptation recruited more strongly at what was the initially optimal stimuli.
In SATC and FATC cells by contrast, a distinct maximum is seen in the response analysed in both early and late windows. In SATCs, the late window optimum is not significantly different than in the early window. In FATCs however we see a significant (at least a 4-fold) increase in the temporal frequency optima ( Figure 8C , n=22, Kruskal-Wallis with multiple comparisons test). This new temporal frequency optimum was also significantly different to the temporal frequency optimum of the other two cell subtypes ( Figure 8C , SATC n=25, SFATC n=17, FATC n=22, Kruskal-Wallis with multiple comparisons test). Note that due to the frame rate of our stimulus display, we limited stimuli to below 30 Hz in order to ensure that the phase shift for gratings on successive video frames never exceeded 90 degrees. In individual FATCs, the response is still rising at this upper limit, so our data set most likely underestimates the true magnitude of this shift in tuning. It seems likely that had we used a display with infinite frame rate, the roll off in response above 30 Hz would be primarily determined by the limits of early visual processing. Figure 4 
Figure 8: Temporal tuning of different LTC subclasses. A, Average temporal tuning for different cell classes in two response windows (early, late) as defined in
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Velocity coding by LTCs for natural scenes To test this we estimated velocity tuning using prolonged exposure to motion for a suite of either six or an extended set of sixteen natural image panoramas, depending on the experiment recording duration ( Figure 9A ). The stimulus comprised a sequence of brief periods of test motion across a wide range of velocities, interleaved with a constant adapting stimulus, but always moved continuously in the preferred direction for the neuron ( Figure 9B ). The adapting periods are longer than the brief test speeds (500ms versus 200ms) to ensure that the adaptation state is kept reasonably constant at the start of each test period. The test velocities cycle through an ascending and descending order to evaluate any hysteresis that may reflect differential adaptation to the test pulses themselves. Figure 7 and Figure We also analysed the velocity constancy (lack of variation between images) seen in Figure 9C to see if there was a difference between the three subclasses. To assess the velocity constancy we used a metric, called a z-score. The z-score captures the response variation between different velocities (i.e. the useful information) compared to the response variation at a single velocity due to the change in background image. Z-score is defined here as:
Where μi is the mean response (across images) at the i th velocity and s.di is the standard deviation at the i th velocity. The change in mean response between successive velocities (i.e. How do these velocity-tuning peaks relate to the temporal and spatial tuning of the neurons?
To test this we calculated the predicted velocity tuning by dividing the temporal tuning peak by the spatial tuning peak (TF/SF) for both the early and late windows from Figure 7 and Figure   8 ( Figure 9G ). These were highly informative calculations. As can be seen from the boxplots, Figure 9) 6 Discussion
Effect of adaptation on velocity tuning
Overall, our results show some similarities between the dragonfly LTCs and their Dipteran counterparts, but also a number of intriguing differences. In Dipteran LPTCs such as the H1 neuron of the blowfly for example, previous work suggests that exposure to motion at high temporal frequency (20 Hz) leads to a rapid decay in response compared with the initial level, while at 1 Hz, responses are sustained for many seconds (Jung et al., 2011) . We observe precisely the opposite effect in the FATC cells of the dragonfly, with the strongest recruitment of responses by the end of the stimulus at the highest temporal frequency tested. Does the apparent shift of maximal sensitivity to very high temporal frequencies and to very low spatial frequencies that we observed towards the end of the contrast ramps for these neurons reflect an adaptation mechanism that shifts maximal sensitivity from very low speed to very high speed?
Such a mechanism has previously been proposed as an explanation for motion adaptation in different species, including humans (Clifford et al 1997) . Contrary to the predictions of this model, however, subsequent estimates of temporal tuning before and after adaptation to a constant motion stimulus (typically a fast moving pattern) showed that the time constant of the underlying delay filter responsible for temporal tuning is not altered, at least in Dipteran
LPTCs. Rather, adaptation primarily reduces the response via a decrease in the contrast gain of the neuron (Harris et al 1999 (Harris et al , 2000 .
In FATCs the very weak responses at low temporal frequencies late in the ramp, but very strong responses at high frequencies certainly suggests an adaptation mechanism that is more strongly recruited by slowly changing patterns in these cells -i.e. some form of potent non-linear high pass filtering recruited primarily by higher contrasts. However because the adapter is not constant in each trial, we cannot directly infer from our data that the delay time constant of the motion detector itself has changed. Nevertheless, since the contrast of natural scenes is also very high and dragonflies experience prolonged exposure to motion across a large range of velocities during natural behaviour, it is interesting to consider how this complex adaptation interacts with the underlying spatiotemporal tuning to shape velocity tuning during natural image motion among the different neuron subclasses.
While the higher velocity optimum in the FATCs would at first seem to be correlated with a difference in adaptation that leads to a higher optimum in the temporal frequency tuning and corresponding lower optimum in spatial frequency in our late window ramp data, more careful evaluation of the theoretical relationship between responses to narrow band sinusoids and broad band natural scenes would suggest otherwise. If we first consider the spatial and temporal optima from the early window in ramp data around 0.1 cycles/° and 6 Hz respectively for FATCs, these would predict an optimum speed of ~60°/s for such narrow band sinusoidal patterns ( Figure 9G ). Natural scenes, however, have their highest contrast at low spatial frequencies, with contrast then declining at higher frequencies according to the famous 1/f n characteristic (Field 1987 , Tolhurst 1992 ). This 1/f property leads to velocity optima for such Hence it is actually the very slow velocity optima of the SATC and SFATCs, around 1/3 that of the FATCs, that is surprising. These optima are inconsistent with the predictions based on their responses to low contrast sinusoids, despite the latter being similar across all 3 groups ( Figure 8C , Figure 9C , Figure 9G ). This suggests that motion adaptation or other non-linear processing during prolonged exposure to motion of natural scenes leads to suppression of responses to higher velocities, which otherwise ought to be a more potent stimulus for these two cell classes. For SFATCs at least, this conclusion is consistent with the appearance of the 'notch' that we observe in the temporal frequency tuning for initially optimal patterns. Full resolution of this issue will require extensive future work employing a rigorous test-adapt-test approach to examine how the different components of motion adaptation previously identified in dipteran LPTCs (Harris et al 2000) are differentially recruited by different adapting stimuli. Strong temporal and spatial (centre surround) antagonism have both been observed in dragonfly lamina monopolar cells (Laughlin 1974) . Although linear spatial filtering ought to equally affect the early response window of our ramp stimuli, it would hardly be surprising if potent antagonism -either spatial or temporal -were recruited non-linearly as contrast increases, e.g. via additional voltage gated or inactivating conductances in feed-forward synapses. Indeed, such a mechanism may be required for a system with high contrast sensitivity (as observed here) to regulate the gain of local motion detectors and limit saturation in the real world, where average contrasts are high. Hence the differences we see between LTC subclasses may potentially arise from differences in which classes of lamina cells (or their post-synaptic targets) lie on the inputs to underlying motion detectors, an observation further supported by the differences we see in their transient responses to flicker stimuli. Note that both strong antagonism and non-linear temporal high pass filtering are key components of models proposed to explain spatiotemporal tuning of local motion detecting elements for the small target motion detector (STMD) pathway involved in target tracking in the lobula in these same dragonflies (Wiederman et al 2008) , so it is possible that the SFATC and SATC subtypes of STC take their primary inputs from the same local motion detectors as these feature-detecting neurons.
Velocity constancy for natural scenes
In all 3 LTC classes, we observed a high degree of consistency across responses to natural images, with the majority of the curves peaking at a similar optimal velocity and the gain in frequencies. In concert with FATCs, they may simply extend the velocity ranges over which Hemicordulia can operate (i.e. a slow and fast motion detector). As tuned neurons they are well capable of describing the magnitude of turning (ambiguities being eliminated using the faster FATC neurons) and thus could be used for relatively slower manoeuvres.
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